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Arts Commerce and Science College, Kiran Nagar, Amravati 

Bridge Course in Physics (from the session 2014-15) 

Aim:  

To connect end skills of Higher Secondary Level to the beginning skills of UG 1S-Physics 

 

Introduction:  

With the view to enhance understanding in physics, we frame a bridge course to first semester 

B.Sc programme. The essentials and fundamentals of Higher Secondary level subjects are 

necessary to understand the subject at an ease and this will lead to a better appreciation of the 

subject. 

 

Objectives: 

 The bridge course aims to act as a buffer for the newcomers with an objective to provide 

adequate time for the transition to degree courses.  

 This gives a chance, to prepare themselves before the onset of courses for first year 

degree programme.  

 To enhance interaction between new classmate for exchange of information  

 To develop knowledge gaining sense and the confidence needed to take on bigger 

challenges of the subject while entering for UG program. 

 

Design: 

The course consists of 24 clock hours (30 lectures of 48 minute each).  

It includes extra 6 theory lectures and 8 Practical sessions (each practical is of duration 48 x 3 

= 144 minute) as assigned in the time table. 

Teaching: 6 lectures of theory 

Practical: 24 lectures (3 Practical sessions) 

 

Conduction: 

The details of the Bridge course and contents are displayed at the start of the session. Senior 

students also propagate the relevant messages to the newly admitted students of 1S. 

The sessions are conducted by in-house expert teachers.  

 

Assessments: After course completion, internal practical examination designed by the 

teachers in the department along with zero tests is conducted. The result is published through 

e-media and communicated through notice board. 

 

Syllabus: 

Theory: The international system of units, accuracy and precision of instruments, errors in 

measurement, significant figures, procedure for dimensional analysis of physical quantities. 

Basic concepts: Gravitation, Rotational Motion, Hooke’s law and modulie of elasticity, 

oscillatory motion, surface tension and viscosity.  

Practical: Calculations of dimensions of a wooden meter scale, hollow cylinder, small 

metallic wire, ring, disc by using Vernier Callipers and micrometer Screw Gauge.  

General Introduction: Introduction to Microscope, telescope, voltmeters, ammeters and 

relevant instruments 

 

Modules of Bridge Course:  

Module 1: Measurements (3 theory lectures) 

The international system of units, accuracy and precision of instruments, errors in 

measurement, significant figures, procedure for dimensional analysis of physical quantities. 
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Module 2: Basic concepts (3 theory lectures) 

Gravitation, Rotational Motion, Hooke’s law and modulie of elasticity, oscillatory motion, 

surface tension and viscosity.  

 

Module 3: Experiments and Practical (21 lectures) 

Section A] Demonstration by in-house experts (need 6 lectures). 

Departmental teachers will demonstrate to all the students’ detailed procedure and 

conduction of practical sessions. 

 

Section B] Measurement by using micrometer Screw Gauge (need to perform any 

two experiments in 6 lectures). 

 To calculate the thickness of a given meter scale made up of wood by using 

micrometer Screw Gauge. 

 To calculate the thickness of a plastic hollow cylinder by using micrometer 

Screw Gauge. 

 To calculate the thickness of a metallic wire by using micrometer Screw 

Gauge. 

 

Section C] Measurement by using Vernier Callipers (need to perform any two 

experiments in 6 lectures). 

 To calculate the breadth of a given meter scale made up of wood by using 

Vernier Callipers 

 To calculate the inner radius of a plastic hollow cylinder by using Vernier 

Callipers 

 To calculate the outer radius of a plastic hollow cylinder by using Vernier 

Callipers 

 To calculate the inner radius of a ring by using Vernier Callipers 

 

Module 4: Introduction to instruments (3 lectures) 

Introduction to Microscope, telescope, voltmeters, ammeters and relevant instruments in the 

laboratory. 

 

Module 5: Assessments (3 lectures) 

Theory:  Zero Test (50 Marks for 48 Minute) 

Practical:  One experiment (20 Marks for 96 Minute) 

Distribution of 20 Marks: 

5 Mark Viva-Voce 

15 Mark Experiment 

 

Declaration of Result: After two week from the tests 

 

Sorting of Slow and Advanced Learners: After one week from the tests 

 

Method of coping up:  

1. Groups of students for practical session formed by ensuring at least one advanced 

learners and other slow learners in a group. 

2. Special help to slow-learners to make clear the ideas of experimental skills. 

3. Selective focus to advanced learners to enhance their experimental skills. 
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